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I. INTRODUCTION

The advent of the Space Tran sportation System (STS), namely the shuttle
plus upper stage concepts , by virtue of its unique features and capabilities ,
will mark the beginning of a new era in the manner of orbiting pay loads.

To underst&nd the uniqueness of the STS, we must first take a look at
the present way of ernplacing communications satellites with the three con-
ventional launchers shown in Fig . 1. Their range of capability in terms of
usefnl weight in synchronous equatorial orbit is between 730 and 3, 380 lb , with
fairin g diameters ranging between 8 and 10 ft.

By contrast , and it is a stt~rtuing contrast , the shuttle , which is a re-
usable rocket vehicle with jettisonable propulsion assist and which features
a cargo bay measuring 60 ft in length and 15 ft in diameter , can place payloads
and mission-peculiar equipments weighing up to 65, 000 lb in a 160-nmi circL’-
lar orbit for a due east launch out of ETR. Communications satellites will be
deployed In low earth orbit and propelled to final orbit either by a solid pro-
pellant interim upper stage (IUS) with a maximum synchronous equatorial
capacity of 5, 000 lb or a solid spinning upper stage (SSUS)fapogee kick motor
(AKM) combination with a maximum capability about half that of the IUS .
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The objective of this paper is to assess the impact on communications
satellites of the transition from expendable dedicated boosters to a reusable
launcher. The large cargo bay of the reusable launcher offers higher payload

capability with quasi-aircraft transportation to orbit and the possibility of
cargo sharing. Boost into final orbit will still be by dedicated expendable
means .
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II. TRANSITION PERIOD

Although it is the express objective of the STS to be the sole national
launch vehicle system , it appears unreasonable to immediately phase out
the Delta 29 14/3914, Atlas/Centaur , and Titan IIIC expendable boosters when
the shuttle reaches operational status. For a certain period of time , the new
and old launch systems will serve side by side , complementing each other
du ring the tran sition period. Missions during this period will be designed to
be compatible with their expendable launcher and the shuttle/dedicated upper
stage: Intelsat V comes to mind in the civilian sector , and DSCS III for the
DoD.

The exact duration of the transition period is difficult to determine
because of many unknown factors ; e . g . ,  the availability of shuttles at the be-
ginning of the operational period , and the availability of spacecraft for shared

cargo bay transportation into low earth orbit. The transition period will prob-
ably be different for military and civilian spacecraft . To this effect , the Air
Force is designing the IUS to be compatible with the Titan 111 vehicle in lieu
of the transtage. This assures availability of a backup launch system for
payloads des igned to fly onboard the IUS.

5
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III. COMSATS, CIVILIAN AND MILITARY

The diffe ring requirements, and thus design aspects of civilian and
military communications satellites must be taken into account in this
assessment.

Military satellites typically incorporat e a number of uni que safeguards
and security provisions such as command security; secure voice and antijam
of security links; radiation hardening; and , in many cases , additional opera-
tional flexibility and diversity to accommodate different user organizations.
Implementation of these requirements requires inc reased weight , power , and

complexity; we therefore conclude that the military COMSAT is and p robably
will be heavier , larger , and more complex than its “equivalent” civilian
counterpart .

7 .



IV. CAPABILITIES/COST, PRESENT AND FUTURE

Up to now, COMSA T design was dictated by the capability , cost , and

fai rin g diameters of available launchers; fairin g length was generally adequate

and did not impose any significant design constraint. Consequently, three
distinct levels of weight/diameter combinations governed COMSAT

configurations:

Available Max
On -Orbit Wt , Fairing Responsible

Launch Vehicle lb Dia , ft Agency

Delta 29 14/ ~ 800/ 1, 000 8 NASA
39j 4*

Atlas/Centaur ~ 2 , 000 10 NASA

Titan IIIC ~ 3, 400 10 DoD

The following costs , which ignore some of the fiscal complexities due to
inflation , production rate, and different costs charged to government and non -
government users , are adopted as an “average relative yardstick. ” Absolute
differences would have no significant impact on this overall assessment:

Launch Vehicle Cost, $M

Delta Is
Atlas/Centaur 25
Titan mc 35

*39 j4 is a commercial vehicle ________  PJ~.~~~ fl
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V. UPPER STAGES

It appears that three upper stages will be available , without which shutt le
payloads will be restricted to low earth orbits. The main ef fo r t  will be con-
centrated on the USAF I US, which consists of a jettisonable peri gee solid

rocket moto r (SRM) and an apogee SRM. The stage has inertial guidance , is

three-axis stabilized , and is desi gned with high reliability in mind.  it I n  ex-

pec ted to have a capability of 5, 000 lb in synchronous equatorial orbit.  Pe rti-
nent IUS characteristics are (as presently envisioned):

Weight 32, 600 lb
Diameter 9. 5 ft
Length 16. 5 ft

The other two propulsive devices are solid spinning upper stages (SSUSs),
which provide the perigee burn into synchronous transfer orbit and which will

be pr ivately developed with NASA agreement . These stage s are essentially
perigee kick motors with the requis ite ancillary equipment . The apogee burn
will be provided by the satellite A KM, ignited at the appropriate time by ground

command. This procedure is common practice (e .g . ,  the Intelsat ser ies) .
The SSUS-A (Fig. 2) will be sized for Atlas/Centaur-class pay loads , and the

SSUS-D (Fig. 3) will be sized for Delta-clas s payloads.

Although the SSUS concept is presently tied to the transition period ex-
pendable booster payload classes , there is no reason why it cannot be adapted
to shuttle -designed payload s later; the concept remains viable . Potential SSUS
characte ristics are (as presently envisioned):

SSUS-A SSUS-D

Wei ght 7, 800 lb 3.960 lb
Diameter 5.1 ft 4 .5  ft
Lr~ngth 6. 2 ft 6. 1 ft

4/ 
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S PAC E C RAFT TO SSUS
INTERFAC E

SPACECRAFT 
.—73 75 (181.31

; —SPIN TABLE ATTACH
SEPARAT ION ~ INT ERFACE/~SUS
PLANE —---—-. -54.01131.2) SEPARATION PLANE

FLTSATCOM —1 3.9 (35.3 )
SPACECRAFT /  ~r 

BUNDLE

~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
BOLT CIRCL E~ 

_______ ~ 
(1562\ 

~~~~~~~~~ 
SEPARAT ION

11 / \~ SECTION AA (four placesl

I I / FLIGHT DISCONNECT PLUG

V-BAN D CLAMP RING

/ DESTABILIZATION SUBSYSTEM
L ELECTRICAL POW ER SUBSYSTEM

Y TRU NNION FITTING
AN D Z TR UNNION FITTING

DIMENSIONS IN INCHES 1cm)

Fig . 2. SSUS-A Stage Configuration

SPIN TA BLE ATTACH
IN TE R FAC E/S S U S

STA5OO. 0~1270 I SEPARATION PLANE , ANC SUBSYST EM
SPACECRAFT - 

(Tank POSItIOn rotated
SEPARATION L 73.00 / V- BAND CLAMP RING / for illustrative purposes)
PLANE (18 5.42 1 

~37 (0.94 ) DIA ~WIRE BUNDLE
1O.00~ b ~~~ ~r 

:P~~I1Q~O CR OSS SECTION
( 25.401 (o8.2 

~ INt~~
’ ~~ DISC ONNECT 

- 

.

x AND Y ~ / 
u SEPARATION

TRUNNION ,‘ SPRING PAD
FITTING ~INFLIGHT FOUR PLACES
SPACECRAFT / DISCONNECT PLUG
ADAPTER “ ELECTRICAL POWER SUBSYSTEM

V TRUNNION DESTABILIZATIO N SUBSYSTE M
FITTING SECTION A-A

DIMENSIONS IN INCHES IcmI

Fig. 3. SSUS-D Stage Configuration
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VI. COST

The NASA pricing policy for standard shuttle launches from ETR will

probably be (in 1975 dollars):

$20.9 M for non-DoD
$12. 2 M for DoD

Present DoD thinking is to avoid mixing of civilian and military payloads by

“chartering” an entire shuttle and apportioning the cargo bay to a number of

users . The manner in which this will take place has not yet been determined.

On the other hand, the NASA cost policy for shared flights has been

established. The shared cost is based on a charge factor , which in turn is

derived by the larger of the length or weight fraction required by a specified

payload divided by 0. 75. The total transportation cost is determined by multi-

plying the charge factor by the total flight cost of a shuttle (Fig. 4). Addi-

tionally, estimates of first -time integration costs will amount to approximately

$8 M for a single pay load and $11 M for two plus $1.0 M recurring, includ-

ing launch support per payload . Estimates of upper stage costs are :

Stage Cost, $ M

IUS (DoD)
SSUS-A 3.0 **
SSUS-D

*Approximate present estimate in 1977 doUars for production phase beginning
In 1982 (excludes launch cost).

**Includes amortization of RDT&E costa, 1975 dollars .
E

~*
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PRICE = C1 x DEDICATED PRICE
PAYLOAD W EIGHT, lb
SHUTTLE CAPABILITY

LOAD FACTOR = WHICHEVER IS GREATER
PAYLOAD LENGTH, ft

60

SHUTTLE CAPABILITY

INCLINATION, deg W EIGHT, lb a iF3

28.5 65
56 57
90 37

104 30

1.5 I I

c = 
LOAD FACTOR

Iminimum 0 0 ~ 0.2 0.4 0.6 ~ o8 1.0charge 
~~ 7factor l

LOAD FACTOR

Fig . 4. Determination of Charge Factor
(C f ) for 160 nmi
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VII. IMPACT ON COMSATS

How will the STS affect the design of COMSATS ? One major potential
impact certainly is the removal of weight boundaries traditionally imposed by

expendable launchers. Satellites could grow to 5, 000 lb from the 3,400-lb

ceiling established by Titan LIIC. The weight limits, namely 1, 000 and
2, 000 ib, fixed by the Delta and Atlas/Centaur boosters , respectively, vanish.
Consequently, the designer will have the freedom to meet requirements with

additional design flexibility and without rigid weight ceilings .

The trend toward increased COMSAT weight (Fig. 5) clearly shows that
the maximum payload capability of the boosters is reached in due time.
Titan mc (single launch) is an exception to this rule; its capability of 3, 400 lb
has not once been attained.

The question now arises : How can the additional weight capability of the
STS be used to good advantage ? Experience has shown that weight increases
with time and with each succeeding version and generation of COMSATs. The
rate of growth so far has not been dramatic; nevertheless, a more gene rous

weight allocation offers the prospect of:

Increased communication capacity
Increased on-orbit time

Increased on-orbit propulsive capability (fuel)
Increased power

Increased redundancy and reliability
Larger antenna systems
Increased security implementation for DoD
COMBATs

One very practical aspect of the absence of a rigid weight limitation is the
ability to absorb the weight growth that inevitably accompanies a maturing
spacecraft development program, thereby precluding costly redesign, complex
manufacturing processes, and schedule slippage.
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0 MILITARY
2400 - 

o COMMERCIAL 
-

2200 - 0 EXPERIMENTAL -

~ 2000 _ BLACK SYMBOLS DENOTE ERTS/LANDSAT FITSATCOM
PROGRAMS LAUNCHED

~ 1800 - AS OF MAY 1975 INTELSAT NIMBUS INTELSAT ~ -

1600 - 

TACSAT • 
I A  

-

~~1400 - -

- DSCS (I
• OMSP 1501 —

1000 - RCA-SATCOM ° NATO-

~ 800 — WESTAR ~~~ 
III 

-
- ANIK . “b O

\600 — 
• MARISAT —

INTELSAT III SKYNET I400 — 
INTELSAT II ~~~~~ / •\ SKYNET II —

200 — IrII’CD \ DMSP ISA-Cl —

NATO II
I I I I I I I I I

62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77
PROGRAM FIRST LAUNCH (calendar year l

Fig. 5. Satellite Weight History (On -Orbit)

The possibility cannot be excluded that the STS 5, 000-lb synchronous

equatorial capability will eventually be matched by multipurpose COMSATs

featuring large antenna systems, high power capacity, and longer on-orbit

lifetimes; in other words , with much of the extra weight being absorbed by a

highly versatile spacecraft bus . However , when considering large communi-

cation satellites, the high cost and complexity of the payload will remain very

potent factors in determining the desirability of such a system.

Because of its volume and payload characteristics, the shuttle would

lend itself ideally to multiple/mixed payloads (COMSATS plus upper stages).

Theoretically, maximum filling of the cargo bay results in the lowest cost for
each user sharing the flight . This would be especially true for civilian pay-
loads because the transportation cost policy is clearly delineated by NASA.
This policy will undoubtedly influence spacecraft design, placing a premium

on payload length.
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An effective length-saving method would be to install payloads (including
upper ~tages) vertically rather than horizontally; the combination must be less
than 15 ft long. Integration and scheduling p roblems remain, and the savings
in length may be of questionable value for mixed payloads.

Another advantageous packaging concept would be clustering two COMSATs
in tandem with an IUS. The satellites could weigh close to 2, 500 lb each.
Length would be utilized advantageously due to a single upper stage. The cost
would also be advantageous, particularly for DoD and other government users.

The cost , planning, and scheduling aspects of payload integration will
have a significant impact on mixing payloads to make maximum use of the
weight/volume/cost characteristics of the shuttle . Multiple payload integra-

- tion constitutes but a more complicated version of a single pay load because of
identical mission requirements, mass properties , propulsive units , and pro -

• gram control; however, none of these advantages apply to mixed payloads.
Integration of mixed payload combinations must be planned years before their
expected launch dates. Furthermore, contingencies will have to be worked
on for no-show of one of the payloads and possible replacement by acceptable
alternate payloads . Consequently, to take advantage of the shuttle, extensive

planning must be performed to establish acceptable partnerships , with a re-
sulting loss of launch flexibility. Launch availability and scheduling will dic -
tate satellite launch rather than the other way around; however , painstaking
planning can reduce the waiting period before launch.

An interesting solution to the complex design and programmatic aspects

of integration would be to design COMBATs in a modular manner. The space-
craft and payload modules, conforming to known mass property and dynamic
characteristics, would permit mixed integration, and thus efficient shuttle
utilization. Subsystems will also “clip in ” in a modular manner; in other
words , a standardized “pallet” approach.

17 4
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VIII . EXAMPLES

Examples of a number of conceptual integration approaches with the

shuttle are provided for one (DoD ) payload in the Atlas/Centaur class

(FLTSATCOM) and for several other (commercial) satellites in the Delta

class. These concepts were generated in the course of an SSUS feasibility

stud y conduc ted by The Aerospace Corporation for NASA .

The FLTSATCOM spacecra ft , which at the time of the study substituted

for Intelsat V (Fig . 6), used an SSUS for boost into the transfe r orbit. This

maintains the operational environment in the t ransfer  orbit/apogee injection

phases of the previous FLTSATCOM5 launched on Atlas/Centaurs and mini-

mizes design and ope rational changes. This combination weighs approximately

11, 900 lb and measures about 275 in. in length, leaving 408 in. in the shuttle

cargo bay . SBUS details are provided in Figs. 7 and 8, and dual FLTSATCOM

launch is depicted in Fig. 9. It should be added that a FLTSATCOM minus its

2, 050-lb AKM and some spinning attitude control electronics could also be

placed in final orbit by an IUS, although it is oversized for such a mission.

As a matter of fact , two FLTSATCOM5 could be injected into their mission

orbits provided they could be clustered in tandem, which is unlikely due to

the spacecraft ’s antenna configuration.

Similar integration approaches were adopted in conjunction with an

appropriate ly smaller SBUS for the two Delta-clas s commercial satellites

shown in Fig. 10 (RCA/SATCOM and Hughes/MAR ISAT). Pertinent weights

and dimensions are given in Figs . 11 and 12.

It can be seen that dual integration takes up less than half the cargo bay

length (Fig. 13). Theoretically, four identical or two mixed pairs could be

launched with one shuttle , provided that integration arrangements were made

in a timely manner (Fig . 14).

t Spinning Solid Upper Stage for Delta and Atlas/Centaur Class Missions
(Study Z- 6,~ ATR-76(7377-0 1)-i , The Aerospace Corp., El Segundo,
(~alif. (~O November 1976).
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FI TSATCOM
MASS, lb 41 50
CO in. 42
DIA , in. 109
LENGTH, in . 200
SPIN RATE , rpm 60

Fig. 6. FLTSATCOM and Intelsat V
Characteristics

~,~-FLTSATC OM (deployed position) xo laol
X 0575 \

\ SPACECRAFT X 013 02
X 58 2 \ SEPARATION
°
~ \ P LAN E AVAILABLE PAYLOAD

— SPAC E
________ _________ 

34.0 ft 1408 in.)

“X” ‘2” REACTIONS—’ / ~‘-- ‘Z’ REACTION 
~~I-Z 0 3 050 2 5

“V’ REACTION X0 892.0 (pivot center l
X 0796.6

Fig. 7. Orbiter Payload Arrangement
(SSUS/FLTSATCOM Spacecraft)
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ITEM (US TECH SAM
WEIGHT , lb

STRUCTURE 254
ELECTRICAL 30
BALLAST 10
DESTABILIZATION 1Y 0( 10
THERMAL 5
ACTIVE NUTATION CONTROL 35
CONTINGENCY 30
MOTOR (SAM) 1404

INERT 518
PROPELLANT 6886

SSUS / 7 18

FITSATCOM SAT 4121
FLTSATCOM 4078
ADAPTER 43

LAUNCH WEIGHT (1899
LESS MOTOR WP 6886

BURNOUT WEIGHT 4964
- EJECT FLTSATCOM - 4078

SSUS JETTISON WEIGHT 886

• ~EquivaIent ballast used should system not be required

Fig. 8. FLTSATCOM/SSUS Weight Summary

COMBINED CO
AFT PAYLOAD LAUNCHED

COMBIN ED CO
~~60 ,—COM BINED CO
~ 40 / FORWARD PAYLOAD LAUNCHED

20 — COMBINED CO NORMAL ENTRY

~ 800 1000 1200
PAYLOAD LONG ERON STATION , in.

~~~~~ b O O
x0821. 

, 

x01128.O x0 13O2
X089 1 0 X01198 8

NOTE; ALL LONGERON ATTACH POINTS CAN ACCOMODATE DEPLOYMENT
MECHANISMS FOR JETTISONING PAYLOAD AND CRADLE

Fig . 9. Dual Payload Combinations
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CONTRACTOR/CUSTOMER HIJOHESICOMSAT RCP/RCA
CLASSIFICATIDNIHISTORY CN55A)lst LAUNCH 75 CN52A)lst LAUNCH 75
BASIC PROPULSION CAPABILITY FW-5 SVM-7
DIMENSIONS~ HEIGHT, ft ImI 12.5 )3.81 4.611.4)

WIDTH - ASCENT/DEPLOYED, ft ImI 7/712.1/2.1) IDIA) 6131.411.8/9.61
MASS PROPERTIES

WEIGHT, Iblkg) - LIFTOFFIDN-ORBIT 144617271656/330) 2000)1O17I907l461l
NOt , slug-ft2 1kg-rn2 ) - 111 (1 27O127OI1241366!3661168I 24412441176l331I331l239I-

INTERFACES~STAGE 
X~~ 1 DELTA DELTA 3914

LOADING, Os- AXIAL! LATERAL 18011.0 (MECO!P000I 18.0(1.0 IMECOIP060)
SPIN RATE , rpm 100 IFULL SPINNER) 60 13-AXIS ON-ORBIT )

Fig. 10. Basic Characteristics of Pathfinder
Spacecraft (MARISAT and SATCOM)

54 DIA~ 4 I

Ilyp)

LAUNCH WEIGHT, lb 5959 4665
DIMENsIONS IN INCHES Ifil

- Fig. I i .  SSUS/Spacecraft Vehicle
Arrangements
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SA 1COM MARISAT
ITEM IRCAI IHugesl

SATELLITE 2000 1446
SSUS 3959 3219

STRUCTURE 230 230
ELECTRICAL 30 30
ACTIVE NUTAT ION CONTROL 35 35
DESTABILIZATION 10 10
THERMAL 5 5
SPIN BALANCE 10 10
CONTINGENCY 39 39
MOTOR
Wp 3409 2669
INERT 191 191

LAUNCH WEIGHT , lb 5959 4665

Growth allowance included over current spacecraft weight for maximum
• Delta class payload SSUS design.

Fig. 12. SSUS/Spacec raft Wei ght Summary -

• Delta-Class Payloads
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Fig . 13. SSUS /Spacecraft System - Dual
Delta-Class Payloads (SSUS-D)
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THOR/DELTA-CLASS SPACECRAFT

• MARISAT /

• RCA SATCOM

FOUR SPACECRAFT PER SSUS PER MISSION
‘I -

4’—

•.
4’ —.——

Fig. 14. Multi p le Payload Candidates
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IX. SUMMARY

What will be the expected STS impact on COMSATs ? First  let us
reiterate the main issue s that will influence the answers to thi s question:

Transition Period:
Expendable launches and STS co-exist
Transitional COMSAT design

Civilian and DoD COMSATs:
Divergent mission requirements , desi gn characteristics,
and launch demand

Space Transportation System:
Shuttle payload capability
Orbiter cargo bay dimensions

Integration of multi- and mixed pay loads

Upper stages: IiJS and SSUSs
Cost: NASA/civilian arid DoD

No significant changes in COMSAT design can be anticipated during the transi-
tion pe riod, i .e. ,  to satellites designed to operate initially on expendable
booste rs and then on the STS. Examples are Intelsat V and DSCS Ill, which
are merely adapted to the STS . DSCS III, an upgraded version of the DoD
DSCS II satellite with more capacity and on-orbit life , faces the design chal -
lenge of compatibility initially with Titan IJIC, and then with the STS and
Titan/IUS as backup. Design concepts are being evaluated, and it remain s to
be seen whether one design or a modular design can satisfy these varied

requirements.

It can be expected that DoD COMBATs will be heavier than their  civilian
counterparts due to security, hardening requirements , and extended orbital
repositioning capability .

The high payload capability of the shuttle removes , within re~,sonable
limits , the weight ceiling on COMSA T design . This translates to a maximum
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single payload of 5, 000 lb in synchronous equatorial orbit  via IUS del ivery .
COMBAT weight growth can be expected (possibly less in the pay load than in

the spacecraft module). Prospects offe r larger antennas , more on-orbi t  life —
time/propellants , and additional redundancy, but exp losive growth is not ex-
pected because it may not be necessary . Let us not forget that wei ght is
dir ec tly a function of cost and that the old adage of dollar per pound of space -
craft will be just as valid in the STS era. One of the main assets of more
available weight will be the ability to design and develop a spacecraft  and , if

necessary, make modifications without costly redesign. Therefore , a degree
of des ign/development flexibility will be permissible .

The shuttle orbite r cargo bay will be filled by multiple and mixed pay-
loads to take advantage of cost sharing. Civilian/commercial pay loads will
be charged according to their own cargo bay length or shuttle weight capabilit y
fraction. Length is expected to be the more critical cost factor , but only if
multiple and, in particular, mixed pay loads can be paired for integration far
ahead of time. The resulting launch cost savings imply a comp romise , i . e . ,
a longer waiting period until launch . Since cost is a particularly cri tical fac-
tor for commercial COMSATs , length savings will result in shorte r and wider
configurations and in vertical placement in the cargo bay .

For a large number of spacecraft, the pe rigee kick motor ( PKM)/SSUS
concept as par t of the overall spacecraf t system , with either a solid or li quid
propellant apogee injection system , appears attractive from the standpoint of

cost and length savings. A number of SRM peri gee modules will be available
that will be able to meet the AV requirements of the weight range of COMSATs
to be boosted out of low earth orbit with offloading, varying nozz le expansion
ratios , and energy management.

It must again be emphasized that the lowest possible transportation costs
hinge on multiple/mixed payloads , and consequently on shared costs . Such
savings can only be realized by carefully planned integration of more than one
payload. Otherwise , other efforts to configure satellite s for flatness with
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PKM/SSUS systems will be voided. Planning should concentrate on standardizing

COMBATs within a range of modular concepts to facilitate integration and take

full advantage of STS characteristics.

The same conclusions apply to DoD COMBATs, but with a lesser degree

of emphasis on length because stringent mixing may be more complex and

difficult due to the necessities of the military mission and the possibility of

launch on demand . But here too the crux of efficient DoD shuttle utilization

is careful integration: “planned partnerships. ” Furthermore, it is expected

that the DoD COMBATs will make more frequent use of the IUS irs sing le and

dual launches than of PKM systems.

Finally, the STS will have all the elements for efficient and cost effec-

tive launching of satellite communications systems, provided that we adapt to

the new launch system era and learn to master it to our advantage.
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